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INTRODUCTION

- Urban warfare is a growing threat universally recognized by the U.S. military and civilian law enforcement agencies.
- Terrorists, either domestic or foreign dictate some of our most basic training techniques.
- To protect lives and counter the threat the proper equipment is
Discussion

- Tactical teams need to have the versatility to respond to any situation or need.
- Today’s tactical gear technology has often left team members making compromises in selection of field equipment.
Bianchi COBRA tactical gear is mission specific. This Modular System allows individuals to custom build their own gear. For the first time tactical unit members are able to tailor their equipment to their own needs rather than using what is “ready-made”.
Modular Accessory Panel

- The cornerstone of the Cobra system.
- Six attachment points. Horizontal or vertical mounting options.
- Adjustable thigh hold down strap.
- Non-slip backing
- Contour shape offers comfort & performance
- Holster anchor strap eyelets secure holster.
TACTICAL HOLSTER

- Adjustable to fit most pistol mounted tactical lights.
- Quick lock clip for accessory pad or 2 1/4” belt.
- Security strap on thumb break
MACE POUCH

- For Def-TecIV & similar devices
- Quick lock attachment
- Snap & Velcro
- Construction allows one hand replacement of canister.
Accessory Belt Clip

- Allows any accessory to be clipped to the lower attachment point, clearing body armor.
- Uses quick lock clip.
Triple Duty Mag Pouch

- Three magazine carry.
- For high capacity or single column.
- Magazine positioning allows for positive indexing.
Double MP5 Pouch

- Two singles or a pair of clamped singles.
- No rattle.
- Quick lock.
- Velcro & snap.
- Tri-laminate construction.
Double AR 15 Pouch

- Holds two 30 rd AR15 type mags
- No Rattle
- Velcro & snap.
- Tri-laminate construction
Shot Shell 6-Pack

- Flapped protection for standard or specialty rounds
- High quality elastic
- Easy access to shells even with gloves
Bang Pouch

- Def-Tec Mark 25 and similar distraction devices
- Velcro & snap
- One handed use
- Quick lock for attachment to panel, belt or vest
Accessory Pouch

- Small utility pouch used for gloves, pagers, Star-Tac phones and other items.
Tac Bag

- Fits scoped or unscoped rifles and shotguns up to 52” OAL.
- Large pockets with Velcro closures. Holds up to 4 mags